
Check Out The Variety Of Services Available At Satellite 
Metal 

If you are searching for the most suitable metal stamping part design services and 
wondering which company can be your perfect choice, make sure to check out Satellite 
Metal. This company can provide you with customized solutions. They have more than five 
decades of expertise in this industry and can help you with custom solutions and metal parts 
manufacturing as well. They serve a wide variety of industries using the skills that they have. 
So, if you are wondering what type of services are available at Satellite Metal, continue 
reading. 

 

Die design  

Satellite Metal has a versatile team of die designers who can work on any project based on 
your requirements. So, they can take care of every kind of die right from a simple one to a 
complex one. When you contact Satellite Metal for die design solutions, they will first 
explain the process so that you can make informed decisions without any issues. 

Die manufacturing  

Satellite Metal has the right experience in die manufacturing. They have been working in 
this area for more than 50 years. The entire process is completed by their team right from 
designing to manufacturing. Hence, they can take care of the entire process and can also 
maintain confidentiality for their clients. They rely on the best quality equipment to offer an 
exceptional experience. Using it, they can easily manufacture several types of die. 

Stamping 

The team of Satellite Metal can also help you with stamping. They have a variety of 
mechanical presses available. So, you can share your tools with them, or they can also 
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manufacture die according to your requirements. They can also rely on different types of 
materials, such as aluminum, copper, etc. So, the metal stamping services can be completely 
customized based on your preferences. 

Finishing 

If you need help with finishing the parts, Satellite Metal can complete this, too. They can 
provide you with a variety of processes, such as painting, zinc plating, and much more. 

Packaging  

After completing the services, Satellite Metal can also assist you with packaging. This 
solution will help ensure that your products are safe during transportation and are delivered 
in the best condition. They have several packaging options available. So, whether you want 
the simplest option or something personalized, you can share your vision with them. 

If you are searching for one of the leading metal parts manufacturing companies, make sure 
to check out the website of Satellite Metal.  

To get metal stamping solutions, visit https://www.satellitemetal.com/  
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